Gallagher Invitation to Relocate School Refused

“Inaccessibility of Center Main Factor in Decision

By HOWARD ROSENBERG

Removal of the Thursday two-hour club break is one of several suggested possibilities designed to increase the School's capacity to accept increased enrollment, noted Associate Registrar Agnes Mulligan. An elimination of the break, entirely, or a relocation from the Thursday prime hours to early morning or late afternoon are suggested.

As a result of this change, Miss Mulligan added, the composite score of the student who has a more difficult school when compared to a student who may have attended an easier school and received a higher average.

An additional part of the College's admission problem is caused by fewer dropouts than had been expected last year, accompanied by an increase in the percentage of admitted students who actually entered the College.

Further, since the Day Session of the College would extend into the evening under some programs, it is possible that the distinction between Day Session and Evening Session would be eliminated.

Therefore, Miss Mulligan indicated, registration might be merged for day and evening students. Registrations would continue until 9:30 p.m. for all students thereby giving all students an equal chance at class schedules.

Miss Mulligan, in considering the possibility of class periods of two and one-quarter hours, revealed by a composite score figure, will be the sole criterion for acceptance.

Previously, it was possible to secure the remainder of the students' college board examination grades only on the basis of at least eighty-five percent high school average, regardless of the students' college board examination grades. Students with high school averages of less than eighty-five percent are admitted only if they present a composite score of 174 Uptown or 165 Downtown.

Accordingly, in recent years, at least seventy-five percent of the Uptown freshmen class have been admitted on the basis of their high school averages, while the remainder were accepted on the basis of the composite scores.

Gallagher’s Comments Viewed

Students Have Mixed Reaction

By LARRY CAPALDI

President Gallagher's speech to the faculties last week caused mixed reaction on the part of the student body. The criticism ranged from a necessary evil to direct opposition.

Mark Grant '64, S. C. president, stated, “It has to be done, but there was a great lack of planning on the part of the educational authorities. They knew the ‘baby boom’ was coming. Why was nothing done about it?"

“IT will not greatly affect the educational values of the school," continued Grant. Anyone who is (Continued on Page 6)

Council to Fill Vacant Seats

At-large representatives to serve on Student Council for the remaining of the semester will be appointed to terms ending Oct. 22 and Dec. 20 by the executives of all the Class Councils in addition to the Student Council Charter Board.

Students desiring to serve on the Student Council must submit a letter to that effect to President Mark Grant '64, 416 S.C. prior to the meetings.

There are eight vacant seats on the Council. Five vacancies are to be filled at the meeting in addition to three resignations since the beginning of the term which have caused the deficiencies in the Council’s representation.

The officers of each class are required to attend the meeting, including the members of the team for Freshman Class Council.
Colleges Ban Speakers Due to US Indictments

By DAVID GOLDBERG

Two students who arranged last summer's student trip to Cuba have been banned from campus until the term ends in April, according to President John C. Scott. This is because the administration has decided to ban the students from attending any events that would involve political discussion, which includes the current debate over Cuba.

SC Elections Seat Shifts

The special election held Wednesday to fill the seat left vacant by the resignation of Freshman Dean Scheper was won by Edward James, who took 51 percent of the vote. James defeated his opponent, Edward Smith, who received 49 percent of the vote.

Dr. Israel Resigns As SC Officer

In his last official act as Student Council president, Dr. Israel announced that he will resign immediately. He cited personal reasons for his decision, but added that he will continue to work with the council on various issues.

Farrar Changes Format Of Freshman Assembly

By DAVID BARKLY

The Freshman Orientation Program is being revised this year to include a new format for the Freshman Assembly, which will be held on October 15 and 16. The new format will feature a series of workshops and seminars designed to help freshmen adjust to college life.
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Sociology, Accountancy Lead Elective Failures

Students taking accounting and sociology electives last term recorded the highest number of failures, according to the registrar. Among the students who failed in sociology, many were from minority groups who may not have had the resources to succeed in a demanding course.
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Campus-Urban College Viewed

Association With "Grueling" Life
Advantage of Asphalt Campus

By STEAN DINKY

The student who has his mind made up to enter the University is often deterred by the thought of having to live in an asphalt campus, with its seemingly endless array of buildings. But a closer look at the advantages of the asphalt campus will reveal that it is anything but a disadvantage.

The asphalt campus provides a unique environment that is both challenging and stimulating. In this environment, students are forced to confront the harsh realities of the real world. This is in contrast to the traditional brick-and-mortar campus, where students can often escape into a world of their own creation.

The advantage of the asphalt campus is that it provides a more realistic experience. It is not uncommon for students to feel overwhelmed by the sheer size of the campus, with its endless rows of buildings. This can be both exhilarating and daunting. It forces students to be more independent and self-reliant.

The asphalt campus also provides a greater sense of community. The close-proximity of buildings makes it easier for students to interact with each other. This can lead to a greater sense of belonging and support among students.

In conclusion, the asphalt campus is not without its challenges. However, the advantages it offers are significant. It provides a more realistic and challenging environment that prepares students for the real world. The asphalt campus is not a disadvantage, but rather a distinct advantage that sets it apart from other types of campuses.

The TICKER
Students...

Every year, Baruch students register for courses that fulfill the requirements for a specific major. But, that does not mean that every student is an expert in their subject. In fact, many students have a hard time deciding what courses to take. However, there are a few things that can help make the process easier.

First, it is important to understand the requirements for your major. This will help you determine which courses are necessary and which ones are optional. It is also important to check with your advisor to make sure that you are taking the right courses.

Second, it is important to get involved in activities outside of the classroom. This will help you to build a more rounded education and to make new friends. There are many clubs and organizations on campus that you can join, including the Student Government Association, the Baruch Barons Athletics, and the Baruch College Choir.

Third, it is important to get involved in research. This will help you to develop important skills and to gain valuable experience.

Finally, it is important to get involved in internships. This will help you to gain valuable experience and to make new contacts.

Relocation...

The Baruch College Community will be relocating to a new building in the fall of 2024. This will allow us to provide a more comfortable and modern learning environment for our students, faculty, and staff.

Facility...

The new building will feature state-of-the-art technology and facilities, including a new library, a new student center, and a new gym. It will also feature more classrooms and labs, as well as more office spaces for faculty and staff.

Psychology

Psychology is the study of the mind and behavior. It is a complex field that involves the study of everything from perception and attention to emotions and personality.

LEARN TO BOX

In the spring term, Baruch College will offer a boxing program for students. This program will be open to all students, regardless of their experience. It will be held every Tuesday and Thursday at 6 p.m.

SHEPARD 65 EXTENDS ITS BEST WISHES TO BARBARA RAFAEL ON HER ENGAGEMENT TO BOB GROSSWALD

REFRESHMENTS

ENTERTAINMENT??

HOSTESSES

SMOKER

OCT. 18 — 8:30 P.M.

1817 Kings Highway

SHEPARD 65 EXPRESSES ITS HAPINESS TO IRENE CONDOS ON HER PINNING TO NEIL WALDMANN

ARLENE OKOSHEK, SUSAN SYSLER and the rest of the Boosters wish to thank FRANK SEPPINGER, KENNY FREEMAN, LARRY LITWACK and DELLA GOLDBERG for doing a fantastic job on U.B.E.
CCNY Booters Blank Brooklyn, 1 to 0 Harriers Humble QC, But Bow to FDU

Soas Scores Goal In League Tilt

By JEFF PALCA

A goal by sophomore Cliff Soas at 7:30 of the first period gave the City College soccer team a 1-0 victory over Brooklyn in a Metropolitan Conference contest Saturday at Van Cortlandt Park. The win, City's second in two games, was the Lavender's first defeat of Brooklyn in four years.

Center forward Soas, who scored two goals against C.C.N.Y. in the opener, broke the tying tally from twenty-five feet in front of goalie Ken Goldstein. The hard line drive from the right side went cleanly into the left corner of the net, past the leaping Goldstein.

The Brooklyn defense was outstanding. Sophomore goalie Walt Kopecky played a superb game, tracking the ball from the middle out to the corners. Kopecky turned in five fine performances, thwarting many defensive threats with fine individual efforts.

City dominated play for the entire first period, outshooting the Kingsmen 10-3. However, the remaining three periods were more even, with both teams mounting several sustained drives.

Kopecky made two diving saves in the second and fourth periods. He received special praise from Coach Harry Karlin.

The game became rough in the second half, with numerous minor injuries resulting. In addition, Paul and Frank Guarneri of Brooklyn were thrown out of the game in the third period for roughing. Soas was tossed out in the final quarter for pushing a B.C. player.

Brooklyn's last chance to score was clamped down on by Kopecky and the defense.

The game was witnessed by 150 enthusiastic supporters from both schools.

This CAN'T BE LOVE:

Cliff Soas (left) scored City's only goal Saturday.

Loss First of Year:
Zane Tops Field

By STEVE SCHERR

The Beaver cross-country team outdistanced the Queens College Knights, 21-34, but bowed to Fairleigh Dickinson University, 32-23, for their first loss of the year, in a double-death at Van Cortlandt Park. Fairleigh Dickinson was a very difficult team to remain undefeated. The Exiles, out of town for the last five years, now 2-1. The Lavender is now 2-1. Lenzy Zane started again for City as he covered the five-mile course with an 18:12 time. F.D.U. capitalized on City's loss of prime starters Miki Didyk and John Bourne by capturing five of the first seven places. Captain John Vida and junior Ed Shurick were outstanding for Fairleigh Dickinson with times of 22:29 and 23:40, respectively.

This is the second consecutive meet in which City's Zane has been defeated. He is running well ahead of last year's pace and has a good chance of breaking Miki Didyk's College record of 17:55. City College also received fine performances from Bob and Bill Casey, and Jay Wehner. Weinberg, a sophmore, is improving with each meet and is closing in on the record. Beaver Coach Francisco Carr commented, "The exclusion (Mike) Didyk and (John) Bourne from the lineup has seriously impaired our chances."